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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Subcutaneous emphysema is infiltration of air under dermis layers in tracheobronchial injuries and needs to be 
immediately addressed for proper management. 
Aim: To assess the management protocols for tracheobronchial injuries with subcutaneous emphysema. 
Study design: Retrospective study. 
Place and duration of study: Dept of Thoracic Surgery, Sandeman Provincial Hospital Quetta from 01-01-2020 to 31-03-2021. 
Methodology: Fifty patients were assessing for their management techniques in tracheobronchial injuries with subcutaneous 
emphysema. Patients with conservative as well as surgical management were completely analyzed. Their data regarding 
traumatic injury was recorded. 
Results: The mean age of patients was 22.3±5.2 years with 85% being males and 15% females enrolled. Patients who had less 
traumatic injury and were managed by conservative treatment has better recovery rate than surgically operated cases. 
Conclusion: Timely management with surgical procedure in severe injuries is required for better recovery outcomes.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Subcutaneous emphysema (SE) is de-novo production or 
penetration/infiltration of air in the subcutaneous skin layers. 
Subcutaneous tissue is present under the dermal layer of skin. 
Non extensive subcutaneous spread due to expansion of air in 
deep tissue is considered as less clinical significance. However, in 
cases of formation of SE indicates that air occupation has been 
done in deep body regions which cannot be seen without imaging 
aids1-5. 

This can develop pneumomediastinum or pneumo-
retroperitoneum as well as pneumothorax. The air then travel 
through these regions with pressure gradience between the areas 
of intra alveolar and the perivascular-interstitum6. This further 
makes it spread in the complete body including head to abdomen 
through the connecting fascial planes as well as anatomical-
planes. Consequently, this air spread can result into respiratory or 
cardio-vascular failure.7 Subcutaneous emphysema is therefore 
related with not only with surgical traumatic incidences but also 
high risk of infections. Various injuries like of thoracic or sinus 
cavity, bone structure such as of face or perforation of bowel can 
result into SE8-9. 

Tracheobronchial injuries (TBI) are uncommon yet need to 
be addressed immediately as consequences of missing one such 
injury can be lethal. Mostly fibroptic bronchoscopy is performed at 
the earliest hour on patients with TBI. In conditions where the 
patient is not hypoxic TBI is suspected. Further in conditions of 
acute hypoxia bronchoscopy has proven to be efficient in assisting 
intubation as well as tube placement in correct order.10 Tracheal 
bronchoscopy is also very useful in managing appropriate therapy 
plan for the patient like of SE. The requirement of open surgery or 
stent placement are relied on tracheal bronchoscopy. The present 
study was intended for evaluating the management techniques 
against TBI with SE. This would evidently assist in better and 
efficient way of saving lived with TBI10,11. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

This was a retrospective study conducted in the Department of 
Thoracic Surgery, Sandeman Provincial Hospital Quetta from 1st 
January 2020 to 31st March 2021. The study was approved by 
ethical committee. A total of 50 patients admitted with TBI due to 
SE were retrospectively analyzed for their applied management 
strategies. All patients with injury in trachea or main stem were 
included in the study.TBI cases with injury penetration in cervical  
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trachea were first intubated for stopping the cervical air leakage 
and then were diagnosed. Chest and spinal x-ray were the first 
radiological imaging conducted for diagnosis. High quality imaging 
was conducted to identify the separation between tracheas and or 
the bronchialair-column. The complete seclusion of the 
mainstream bronchus resulted in identifying atelectasis or 
collapsed lung away from helium and more towards the 
diaphragm. Intrathoracic-tracheal and or bronchial-injury were also 
identified through excessive air-leakage causing pneumothorax in 
patients. In cases of laryngeal injuries CT scan of upper neck and 
chest were conducted. Patients who were hemodynamically 
unstable were contraindicated for CT imaging. CT bronchography 
and bronchoscopy was performed in many cases for management 
of air leakage.Patients with ruptured trachea or bronchus identified 
through bronchoscopy underwent the surgical management. Initial 
protocol in TBI patients is either through direct-suture or through 
resection in addition to an end to end anastomosis. The surgical 
approach to the injured airway depends on its location. Acute 
suffocation patients went under emergency surgery. Blood-gas 
analysis was conducted in all patients on ventilator support. Injury 
mechanism, any associated injury, presenting patient symptoms, 
were documented. In cases where transsected-cervical trachea 
retracted in the mediastinum a finger was placed infront of 
esophagus for palpating and locating distal trachea. This was 
further gripped with clamps and ensuring distal-intubation by then 
retreating it towards cervical wound. Data was analyzed by SPSS 
version 24.0 software with applying chi square statistics and t -test. 
p value < 0.05 was considered as significant. 
 

RESULTS 
 

The mean age of patients was 22.3±5.2 years. Out of the total 
cases 20% were young boys. Highest traffic accident cases have 
resulted in tracheobronchial injuries with SE followed by fall or a 
gunshot (Fig. 1). There were 85% males in the present study and 
15% were females. The Computer topography scan showed 
presence of TBI with SE in patients (Fig. 2). 
 Conservative treatment was only applied in patient having 
spontaneous breathing with minimal assistance of mechanical-
ventilation and has had no evidence of compromised 
esophageal/mediastinal (Table 2). 

Sixty percent of the patients with tracheobronchial injuries 
had deep cervical-emphysema and pneumomediastinum. 
Pneumothorax development was also seen in 70%  cases. Primary 
saturation, tracheotomy, muscle pleura flap, chest tube and 
ventilator support was used according to complication state (Table 
2). 
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Table 1: Comparison of comparison and surgical TBI management 

Variable Conservative treatment 
<4cm (n=20) 

Surgical treatment 
>4cm (n=30) 

Recovery  15 (75%) 13 (43.3%) 

Complications 4 (13.3%) 10(33.3%) 

Mortality 1 (3.3%) 9(23.3%) 

 
Table 2: Strategy for management of TBI (n=50) 

Management 

Gunshot 
& 

accidents 
(n=41) 

Severe 
maxillofacial 

trauma 
(n=5) 

Injuries of distal 
trachea, carina 
and proximal 

main stem 
bronchi (n=4) 

Flexible 
bronchoscopy 

10(24.3%) - - 

Tracheostomy 31(75.6%) - - 

Air way control - 5 (100%) - 

Long endotracheal 
tube 

- - 4 (100%) 

 
Fig 1: Patient categorization according to the traumatic event causing TBI 

 
 
Fig 2: CT imaging of subcutaneous emphysema 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

Various methods are used for TBI treatment depending upon on 
the severity of the damage: surgical repair and conservative 
management (CM). No positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) 
and low tidal volumes can be used in CM because airway pressure 
causes perforation in trachea12,13. Tracheal stents (TS) is now 
considered a better option in management of airway obstructions 
and in tracheobronchial injuries14-15. Evidences are available to 
using stunts in the management of posterior wall of TI16. 

Tracheobronchial injuries can lead into cardiac arrhythmias, 
difficult extubation, esophageal perforation and breathing 
difficulties17-19. The proper management of the tracheobronchial 
injury site at an earliest time is the main management protocol. 
Accidental repairs can be performed by direct suturing in 
conditions where tracheal defect is detected during cardiothoracic 
surgery. In other conditions transection of tracheobronchial 
morphology can be repaired by formulating slide bronchoplasties 
so to enlarge lumen20-22. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Conservative and surgical methods need to be opted according to 
the case requirement for increasing recovery rate. Timely 

management with surgical procedure in severe injuries is required 
for better recovery outcomes. 
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